MIND IN THE WORLD

A Brief Introduction to Searle’s Concept of Intentionality

As the title of my article can indicate, the primary aim of this "brief introduction" is to present the concept of intentionality of one of the world’s leading philosophers – John R. Searle. Searle is known for his severe criticism of the dominant traditions in the study of mind, both materialist and dualist, and we may also recall his familiar argument called "the Chinese Room" against theories of "artificial intelligence".

The concept of intentionality was founded when philosophers attempted to describe and solve the philosophical problem of specific "quasi-relations" between consciousness and objects and the direction of our mind or language to the real world. I am referring to situations in which we say for instance: "A thinks about p", "B maintains that q", "X asks question if y" and so on.

"Intentionality" is a technical philosophical term which means being directed at, about or of objects. This term has a long history in philosophy. It is generally considered that the concept of intentionality was originally used by scholastic philosophers in the Middle Ages, and then it was reintroduced into European philosophy by the Austrian philosopher Franz Brentano (1833-1917). Today we know that Aristotle formulated explicitly the problem of intentionality and also made
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a solution to it a requirement for any adequate concept of mind. But it is clear that Brentano did not believe he was original at all.¹

But anyway, I intend to mention Brentano's concept in passing because presenting it seems to be indispensable in order to make Searle's thoughts understandable. Then, I will introduce Searle's „default positions”, his conception of mind, consciousness, causality, perception and the relationship between these and his concept of intentionality². Finally, I will adumbrate a discussion on Searle's position in the philosophy of mind concerning his argument called „the Chinese Room”.

Reintroducing Intentionality into Philosophy

The importance of Brentano's thought for the concept of intentionality seems to be largely in his attempt to find a clear line of demarcation between the mental and the physical. As Brentano notices we do not possess a strict criterion for distinguishing the mental and the physical. Nevertheless, he realizes we possess an intuitive or prephilosophical distinction between them. He says that the aim is to clarify the meaning of two terms „physical phenomena” and „mental phenomena.” He believes all the data of our consciousness are divided into two great classes: that of the mental, and that of the physical phenomena.³

To understand the demarcation between the mental and the physical let us take the following examples: If A hears a sound $x$, or sees a coloured object $y$, there are two different things we have to distinguish: (1) the sound $x$, or the coloured object $y$ and (2) hearing the sound $x$, or seeing the coloured object $y$. Brentano asserts that all the „states of imagination” are mental phenomena: „hearing a sound”, „seeing a co-


loured object”, „feeling warmth or cold”, „thinking of a general concept” etc. And so every judgment, recollection, expectation, inference, conviction, opinion, emotion, act of will, or intention is a mental phenomenon. According to this classification, these examples are contrasted by Brentano with the physical phenomena: sounds, figures, landscapes, colours, warmth, cold, odour, images which appear in the imagination and so on. Brentano realizes that all physical phenomena have extension and spatial location. The opposite, however, is true of mental phenomena: thinking, willing, and the like appear without extension and spatial location.

The concept of intentionality is a central point of Brentano's ontology of mind. He reintroduces intentionality into philosophy saying that mental phenomena are characterized by „the intentional inexistence of an object”, „reference to a content”, „immanent objectivity” or as it is generally called, „direction toward an object”. By the „inexistence of an object” he probably means that the object of our thought or perception may not actually exist independently of that thought or perception. He draws our attention to the fact that the „object” is not to be understood here as meaning a „thing” because it is possible that the „object” does not exist. For example we could think about a dragon with three heads, even though the object of our imagination is not a part of the real physical world.

A presentation has a privileged place in this theory. It is understood here as an act of consciousness, a nominal Intentional reference. Every presentation has its object. Brentano uses a kind of tautology saying that the object of presentation is simply the presented object, nothing more, but that which is presented is independent of things which actually exist.

Searle's Ontology of Mind
Default Positions and Biological Naturalism

Intentionality is seen by Brentano as „directedness” of mental phenomena towards an object. Now, let us return to Searle's concept and take a shot at understanding his philosophy of mind. Before we turn our attention to his concept of intentionality, we need to adum-
brate his „default positions“. By default positions he understands the views we hold prereflectively so that any departure from them requires a conscious effort and a convincing argument. He calls them the Background of our thought and language. Here there are some of them: There is a real world existing independently of us („external realism“). We have direct perceptual access to the world through our senses. Words in our language typically have a reasonably clear meaning. Our statements are typically true or false depending on whether they correspond to how things are. Causation is a real relation among objects and events in the world.

Searle is not satisfied with the mental-physical demarcation in the present dualist and materialist analyses of the mind-body problem. By dualism we here understand the view that man consists of the material body and an immaterial element (soul); and a person’s mind is not reducible to his body. In contrast, materialists assert that a person’s mind is a part of his material body and that we can investigate it using scientific methods, especially those of neurobiology.

Searle believes neither dualism, nor materialism have a chance of being right, and the fact that we continue to pose and try to answer these questions in the antiquated vocabulary of „mental“ and „physical“, „mind“ and „body“, should be a tip-off that we are making some fundamental conceptual mistake in our formulating the questions and the answers. Every dualist conception makes the status and existence of consciousness utterly mysterious and materialism in each its variety seems to be completely false because it ends up denying the existence of consciousness and thus denying the existence of the phenomenon that gives rise to the question in the first place. Searle devises a new solution of this problem: we have to reject the obsolete terminology and accept the assertion that mind is a part of nature, and thus it is a biological phenomenon. He called this view „biological naturalism."

---


7 For further discussion of the mind-body problem and Searle’s solution, see especially:
Consciousness, Causality and Intentionality

The primary and most essential feature of any mind is consciousness. By consciousness Searle means „those states of sentience or awareness that typically begin when we wake up in the morning from a dreamless sleep and continue throughout the day until we fall asleep again. Other ways in which consciousness can cease is if we die, go into a coma, or otherwise become unconscious.”

This definition could arouse our dissatisfaction and valid objections. We still could ask: But, what exactly does „consciousness” mean? Searle answers that it is a biological process occurring in the brain. Thanks to the efforts of natural sciences we know all of consciousness states are caused by cerebral processes. But now, we have another problem: How brain processes could cause consciousness or how brain processes do in fact cause consciousness. Searle does not try to answer such questions. He believes that this „mystery” must be explained by neurobiologists, because consciousness is a biological phenomenon. It is caused by lower-level processes in our brain. Thus, conscious processes are simply biological (neuronal) processes. Searle admits that consciousness is certainly still special among biological phenomena. That is why, he maintains that it comprises high-level processes realized in the structure of the brain.

Consciousness comes in huge number of forms and varieties, but what essential, in all its forms, is its inner, qualitative, and subjective nature. It has therefore a first-person ontology, and that is why, it cannot be reduced to third person phenomena – cannot be material. That is why we can talk about the irreducibility of consciousness.9

Obviously, consciousness and mental acts are essentially connected with intentionality. According to Searle „Intentionality is that feature of the mind by which mental states are directed at, or are about or of, or refer to, or aim at, states of affairs in the world. It is a peculiar feature in that the object need not actually exist in order to be represented by our Intentional state.”10 Searle realizes that a conscious
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9 For more information about the irreducibility of consciousness, see for example: D. Chalmers, *The Conscious Mind: In Search of a Fundamental Theory*. Oxford, 1996, pp. 93-209. It is worth of pointing out that the irreducibility of consciousness comes from a different position here: Chalmers is not a materialist or a „biological naturalist” as Searle.

state, such as an intention or a desire, functions by representing the sort of event that it is caused by. This kind of mental causation is called “Intentional causation.” Conscious beings have a fascinating property: to represent objects and states of affairs in the world and to act on the basis of those representations.

Intentionality as a product of evolution is the primary role of the mind; it causes our relations in certain ways to the environment, and especially to other people. As we could see Searle believes that there is an essential connection: we only can understand Intentionality in terms of consciousness.

Now, let us ask what exactly is the relation between consciousness and Intentionality. Searle believes that not all conscious states are Intentional, and not all Intentional states are conscious. Therefore, cerebral states which are nonconscious can be understood as mental states only to the extent that we understand them as capable of giving rise to conscious states. When we are totally unconscious – Searle maintains – the only actually existing facts then and there are facts involving states of our brain that are describable in purely neurobiological terms. Then he asks what fact about those states makes them my unconscious belief. He answers that the only fact which could make them into a mental state is that they are capable of causing that state in a conscious form.

Searle points out that causality is generally regarded as a natural relation between events in the world. Intentionality is here considered as a biological phenomenon. We have already talked about the relation between causality and intentionality. Now, let us say several words about Intentional causation. It is Searle’s belief that “volitive” states (an action) and “cognitive” states (such as, for example, perception) are causally self-referential. Therefore, if I really see an object, then it must not only be the case that I have a visual experience whose conditions of satisfaction are that there is the object there, but the fact that there is the object there must cause the visual experience that has those conditions of satisfaction. ¹¹

Next terms that are important for the understanding of Searle’s concept of Intentionality are the “Background” and the “Network.” If we have an intentional state, we also have to have a set of capacities, abilities, tendencies, habits, dispositions, taken-for-granted presupposi-

tions and so on. Searle calls this set of "nonrepresentational" mental capacities "Background." According to him all of our Intentional states only determine their condition of satisfaction against a Background of know-how that enables me to cope with the world and our capacity for rational though and behaviour is for the most part a Background capacity. Part of the Background is common to all cultures. Such universal phenomena Searle calls "deep Background." In contrast, the features of Background that cultures vary, he calls "local cultural practices", but he simultaneously admits that there is no sharp dividing line between deep Background and local cultural practices. What is important in this concept is that Intentionality does not function as a separate mental capacity. Intentional states function the way they do only given a presupposed set of Background capacities, but the Background itself is pre-intentional.

Intentional states do not function autonomously in isolation. Each of them requires for its functioning a "Network" of other Intentional states. Only in this relationship their conditions of satisfaction are determined. Searle believes that the Network is a part of the Background.

The Intentionality of Perception

Searle defines perception saying that it is an Intentional and causal transaction between mind and the world; the direction of fit is mind-to-world, the direction of causation is worlds-to-mind. He proceeds from the conviction that how our seeing of any object works can be described by physical optics and neurophysiology. But, he is interested in the question how it works conceptually. What exactly are the elements that make up the truth conditions of sentences of the form "X sees y" where X is a perceiver and y is an object? Searle introduces the problem using this example: "When I see a car, or anything else for that matter, I have a certain sort of visual experience. In the visual perception of the car I don't see the visual experience, I see the car; but in seeing the car I have a visual experience, and the visual experience is an experience of the car, in a sense of «of» we will need to explain."12

As we can note, author draws our attention to the fact that visual experiences are not themselves visual objects; they are not objects of our perception, and thus it does not make sense to ascribe to the visual experience the properties of the object which the visual experience is of. Next, he is distinguishing between experience and perception; the thing

---

is that the notion of perception involves the notion of succeeding in a way that the notion of experience does not. Finally, he is opening the problem of Intentionality of perception using the expression of "experience of." As he realizes the "of" of "experience of" is in short the "of" of Intentionality.

Searle's claims that the visual experience is as much directed at or of objects and states of affairs in the world as any of the paradigm Intentional states. His argument for this conclusion is that the visual experience has conditions of satisfaction in exactly the same sense that such Intentional states as beliefs or desires have conditions of satisfaction. The Intentional content of the visual experience determines its conditions of satisfaction.

As Searle points out we can state several important similarities between the Intentionality of visual perception and, for example, belief or other Intentional states. The content of the visual experience, like the content of the belief, is always equivalent to a whole proposition. Visual experience is never simply of an object but rather it must always be connected with the feeling that such and such is the case. It is clear that the content of the visual experience does not just make reference to an object.

Searle believes that whenever it is true to say that X sees y it must be true that X sees that such and such is the case. He is satisfied that there is an important difference between "I see that" and "X sees that y." First-person statements are intensional-with-an-s with respect to the possibility of substitution whereas third-person statements are extensional. Searle describes this situation saying that when in third-person reports of seeing we use the "sees that" form we are committed to reporting the content of the perception, how it seemed to the perceiver, in a way that we are not committed to reporting the content by the use of a simple noun phrase as direct object of "see".

Now, we have to turn our attention to the following two facts: (1) Visual perception, like belief, always has the mind-to-world direction of fit. (2) Visual experiences, similarly as beliefs or desires, are characteristically identified and described in terms of their Intentional content. Thus, as Searle realizes, there is no way to give a complete description of my belief without saying what it is a belief that and similarly there is no way to describe my visual experience without saying what it is an experience of. Therefore, there are perceptual experiences which have Intentionality and mind-to-world direction of fit. Their Intentional content is propositional in form and the properties which are specified by it are not in general literally properties of the perceptual experiences. We could understand that there are some analogies between visual experiences and such Intentional states as belief or desires.
Searle believes that we could call such forms of Intentionality as beliefs and desires „representations”, but we should recognize that there is no special ontology carried by the notion of representation.

As Searle points out, not only is the visual experience a conscious mental event, but it is related to its conditions of satisfaction in ways which are quite different from such Intentional states as beliefs and desires. We can see that visual experiences have some special features, and that is why Searle proposes to describe them as „presentations”. Explaining this he claims that they do not just represent the state of affairs perceived. When satisfied, it gives us direct access to it, and in that sense it is a presentation of that state of affairs. Presentations are then a special subclass of representations.

Discussion on Searle’s Position: The Chinese Room

Searle’s thoughts caused repeatedly passionate discussion and severe criticism. Because of introductive character of this article, I intend to mention just one example: a discussion on Searle’s famous „Chinese room.”

In 1980, Searle published his article Minds, Brains and Programs in the Journal Behavioral and Brain Sciences where introduced this argument against strong „artificial intelligence” (AI) called the „Chinese room.” According to representatives of strong AI („computationalism”) it is possible for an appropriately programmed computer to mimic any human mental state. So the computer might be considered to understand, to be conscious and think like a man. In this way computational programs could be used to explain and to help understand human mental states. This hypothesis is called „computational-representational understanding of mind” (CRUM).

Searle refuses this hypothesis saying that mental states are representations of objects in the world, and so they are intentional. But it is not possible for a computer to have intentional states and that is why the computer analogy cannot be used to explain how does human mind work.

---


Heil introduces his argument as follows: „Searle’s argument is based on a widely discussed thought experiment. Imagine, he says, that you are seated in a cramped windowless room. At your feet is a large basket of plastic Chinese characters, although you have no idea that this is what they are. You are ignorant of Chinese, and for all you can tell the items in the basket might be plastic decorations of an abstract design: squiggles. Periodically, through a slot in the wall, you receive a batch of Chinese characters. Although these mean nothing to you, you are equipped with a manual that tells you that, when particular sequences of plastic squiggles come through the slot, you are to pass out other sequences from your supply in the basket.”\(^{15}\)

The person in the room simply takes each card, looks it up on his list of instructions, and pushes an answer card out. He can not understand Chinese because his responding is purely mechanical. According to Searle, also computers do not understand what they are doing and saying because their action is mechanical.

A second argument against theories of artificial intelligence, put forward by Searle, is briefly introduced by Chalmers as follows:

- A computer program is syntactic.
- Syntax is not sufficient for semantics.
- Minds have semantics.
- Therefore, implementing a program is insufficient for a mind.

It is clear that this argument is connected with the concept of intentionality, but it can also be taken as an argument about consciousness. According to Chalmers, any sense of „syntax” in which implementations are syntactic, however, loses touch with the sense in which it is plausible that syntax is not sufficient for semantics. Chalmers says that we can parody Searle’s argument as follows:

- Recipes are syntactic.
- Syntax is not sufficient for crumbliness.
- Cakes are crumbly.
- Therefore, implementing a recipe is insufficient for a cake.

Chalmers concludes that the argument does not distinguish between recipes which are syntactic objects, and implementations of recipes, which are full-bodied physical systems in the real world\(^{16}\).


Streszczenie

Punktem wyjścia dla badań filozoficznych nad intencjonalnością jest dla J. R. Searle’a koncepcja F. Brentany, w której intencjonalność jest przedstawiona jako fenomen występujący w większości stanów mentalnych. Searle określa intencjonalność mianem cechy umysłu, przez którą jest on ukierunkowany na zdarzenia, stany lub przedmioty w świecie. Podobnie wypowiada się Brentano, podkreślając skierowanie zjawisk mentalnych ku przedmiotom. W tym punkcie obie koncepcje są do siebie podobne.

Istnieje jednak zasadnicza różnica pomiędzy nimi. Główny motyw pojawiający się w ujęciu Brentany, to rozgraniczenie sfery zjawisk „mentalnych” i „fizykalnych”, co w konsekwencji prowadzi do przyjęcia dualizmu. W przeciwieństwie do niego Searle odrzuca powyższe rozróżnienie uważając, że terminologia stosowana w wielu teoriach dualistycznych i materialistycznych jest przestarzala. Jest on przekonany, że każde ze znanych sformułowania problemu psychofizycznego, czy to dualistyczne, czy materialistyczne, jest błędne. Dualizm – gdyż czyni on status i egzystencję świadomości całkowicie tajemniczą, i materializm – ponieważ ostatecznie zaprzecza istnieniu świadomości, tym samym wykluczając istnienie zjawiska, które jest częścią „ontologii pierwszej osoby” (first-person ontology).

Dla Searle’a umysł stanowi element rzeczywistości biologicznej, natomiast intencjonalność jest podstawową funkcją umysłu określającego nasze relacje do otoczenia, a szczególnie do innych ludzi. Będąc „biologicznym naturalistą” Searle definiuje świadomość, jako wyższy proces biologiczny realizowany w strukturach naszego mózgu. Świadomość jest pod względem ontologicznym subiektywna – przysługuje jej sposób istnienia „pierwszoosobowy” (first-person ontology), tym samym nie poddaje się redukcji do fenomenów „ontologii trzeciej osoby” (third-
Godne uwagi jest proponowane przez Searle’a ujęcie intencjonalności percepcji. Według autora, percepcja jest intencjonalnym i przyczynowym „przełożeniem” pomiędzy umysłem a światem, w którym kierunek dopasowania następuje od umysłu do świata, natomiast kierunek oddziaływania przyczynowego przebiega od świata do umysłu. Searle obrazuje rolę doświadczeń wzrokowych i intencjonalności percepcji mówiąc, że przynależenie w wyrażeniu „doznanie czegoś” jest bliskie przynależności w sensie intencjonalności. Jego zdaniem przeżycia percepcji mają charakter intencjonalny oraz kierunek dopasowania od umysłu do świata. Podobny charakter mają stany mentalne, takie jak wierzenia albo pragnienia. Nie można opisywać wierzeń bez zaznaczenia, że są to „wierzenia że”, podobnie opis np. doświadczenia wzrokowego domaga się podkreślenia jego intencjonalnego charakteru. Wyszczególnienie analogii pomiędzy doświadczeniami wzrokowymi, a wierzeniami czy pragnieniami prowadzi do odkrycia występujących tutaj istotnych różnic. W konsekwencji Searle proponuje nazwanie „reprezentacjami” takich form intencjonalności, jak wierzenia czy pragnienia, w odróżnieniu od np. doświadczeń wzrokowych.

Searle nie jest oczywiście jedynym współczesnym filozofem zajmującym się zagadnieniem intencjonalności, ale dzięki swoim poszukiwaniom filozoficznym stał się jednym z najważniejszych jej badaczy. Teoretycy filozofii mają problem z zaklasyfikowaniem go do któregoś z nurtów wyjaśnień problemu psychofizycznego. Przez kilku z nich jest uważany za materialistę, przez innych za reprezentanta „dualizmu własności”. Searle nazywa rozwiązanie problemu psychofizycznego „naturalizmem biologicznym”, tym samym podkreślając odmienność swojej koncepcji od innych powszechnie znanych sformułowano tego problemu. Jednak jego argumentacja co do występowania istotnej różnicy pomiędzy tzw. „naturalizmem biologicznym” a „materialistycznym monizmem” nie jest przekonująca. Pomimo to analizy przeprowadzone przez amerykańskiego filozofa są godne uwagi i inspirują do dalszej refleksji nad zagadnieniem intencjonalności.